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Take him down:
Oscar Pistorius is
jailed for FIVE
YEARS for killing
lover Reeva
Steenkamp - but he
could be out in just
TEN months

Survivalist 'cop killer' spotted by police
in Pennsylvania woods again - but they
STILL haven't caught him

Eric Frein has been hiding
in the Pocono Mountains,
Pennsylvania for more
than a month since
allegedly shooting dead a
trooper and injuring

What HAS Renee Zellweger done to her face? Bridget actress looks
utterly unrecognizable as she steps out with her boyfriend in LA

She's well known for transforming her appearance for movie roles. But off-screen Renee Zellweger displayed an astonishingly different look at ELLE's 21st annual Women In
Hollywood Awards on Monday. The 45-year-old raised eyebrows when she stepped out with a suspiciously puffy face and perfectly smooth brow when she stepped out at the event,
once again reigniting surgery rumours. The Jerry Maguire actress looked almost unrecognisable with her super line-free forehead and altered brow. She wore her blonde hair in a
wispy side-parting, and kept her makeup natural, opting for a light touch of mascara and a slick of pink lipgloss. 

Kate's first appearance
since pregnancy news

Kate Selena Blake
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Kate beats horrendous

morning sickness to
make her first public
appearance since
announcing
pregnancy... but does
she still look a teeny bit
ill?

What has Renee done
to her face? Zellweger
looks unrecognizable as
she steps out with
suspiciously puffy
cheeks and a line-free
forehead at ELLE event

Look away now Justin!
'New couple' Selena
Gomez and Orlando
Bloom attempt to go
incognito at LAX airport 
'Heading to the We Day
event in Canada'

She's all mine! Ryan
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The disgraced Paralympian wiped his eyes as he was
handed a five-year prison term after the judge ruled that a
non-custodial sentence would send the 'wrong message
to the community'. The athlete was found guilty of
culpable homicide, which is comparable to manslaughter,
but acquitted him of murder after shooting Miss
Steenkamp four times through a toilet cubicle door in his
home. There was little reaction from the Pistorius family
and the athlete himself sat red-faced in the dock before
the judge adjourned the proceedings and he was led
down stairs to the cells. Miss Steenkamp's mother June
betrayed just the hint of a smile.

Revealed: The top ten online scams -
and how one victim lost his money to
fraudsters who conned all his Facebook
friends too...

NEW  The ten biggest
online scams lost victims
across the country
£670million over the last
year – and this figure is
likely to be far higher due
to unreported cases.

another.

Google's hilarious response when
Stephen Colbert threatened CEO Larry
Page over search results that showed
the wrong height for the comedian

Searching the internet for
his own height, the political
satirist found that Google
listed him as being 5ft
10ins, one inch shorter
than he is in real life.

Is Staples the latest retailer to be
hacked? Office supply store looks into
'potential' credit card breach

Staples says it is looking
into a potential credit card
data breach and that it has
been in touch with law
enforcement officials about
the issue.

Pennsylvania Supreme Court suspends
'sociopathic' judge over email
pornography scandal

Suspended Pennsylvania
judge Seamus McCaffrey
pictured, claimed that
'course language and
crude jokes,' were part of
his life as a police officer
and while serving with the
US Marine Corps.

Kate smiles through horrendous morning
sickness to make her first public
appearance since announcing her
pregnancy... but does she still look a teeny
bit green?
Kate, who is around 13 weeks pregnant with her second child and has been suffering with severe morning sickness,
welcomed Tony Tan Keng Yam. Kate wore a grey Alexander McQueen coat dress, one of her favourite designers and
the one she wore to marry William, which she accessorised with a Jane Taylor hat.

Revealed: The top ten online scams - and how one
victim lost his money to fraudsters who conned all
his Facebook friends too...

Reynolds can't tear his
eyes off Blake Lively as
she highlights her bump
in a plunging yellow
gown at the charity
Angel Ball

Fergie rebranded:
She's 55lbs slimmer,
planning a new
business empire - and,
most incredible of all -
is back on speaking
terms with the Queen 

Comfort over style!
Camila Alves wears a
loose-fitting grey dress
and ditches the make-
up as she strolls
through LAX with her
three children

'You are the best
daughter!': Kris Jenner
gushes over 'partner in
crime' Kim Kardashian
while wishing her a
Happy 34th Birthday
with throwback photo

A bit of a bum note!
Boys Meets World's
Maitland Ward shows
off chest and derriere in
a sheer dress... before
suffering a wardrobe
malfunction in 2nd
gown

'We're having a boy!'
Pregnant Jill Duggar
and husband Derick
Dillard reveal the
gender of their baby -
who is due in March
Saw in an ultrasound

Legendary fashion
designer Oscar de la
Renta dies aged 82 after
career dressing Royalty,
First Ladies and
Hollywood's most
famous

'It was an honor to
wear your creations':
Taylor Swift leads
emotional Twitter
tributes for late
designer Oscar de la
Renta
He died at age 82

Alessandra Ambrosio
flashes a hint of
sideboob in tiny string
bikini as she enjoys
sunshine break in St
Barts
A supermodel figure

A wild night out! Newly
single Amber Rose
celebrates her 31st
birthday with fancy
dress bash
It looked more like a
Halloween party

Teresa Giudice pleads
with judge to serve time
at a low-security prison
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'Don't touch my girlfriend': President
Obama jokes with woman voting next to
him after embarrassing boyfriend told
the Commander-in-Chief to keep his
hands off

US President Barack
Obama joked with an
elector as they stood in line
to cast their ballot in
Chicago after he was told 'I
know you're Mr President,
but don't touch my
girlfriend.'

New Microsoft chief executive officer
Satya Nadella, who urged females not to
seek pay rises and instead rely on
'karma' is awarded $84.3 million bumper
pay deal

Satya Nadella, pictured,
received a once-off stock
option worth almost $80
million after being
appointed chief executive
officer of Seattle-based
software firm Microsoft.

Fort Lewis mother of two 'fantasized
about dismembering a seven-year-old
girl while collecting child porn'

NEW  Sarah Wales, 32,
allegedly collected and
distributed child rape
photos while living at the
Washington-based military
installation Joint Base
Lewis-McChord (pictured)
in 2013.

Two half-brothers, ages 4 and 10, die in
Massachusetts apartment fire

NEW  The two young boys
were found in a bedroom
of a third-floor apartment in
the six-unit building in
Lawrence.

'You can’t trust her': Ex-lover's warning to
Oregon Governor as he claims fiancee was
the one who wanted to grow pot and in just
three months, divorced one husband,
married another in green card scam and
began sleeping with yet another
In a dizzying timeline involving three men in a matter of months, Cylvia Hayes, 47, had her divorce from her second
husband finalized in May 1997, married Ethiopian Abraham B Abraham in July 1997 and traveled to Siberia with lover
Karl Topinka in August 1997 (left). Two weeks ago, three-times married Ms Hayes, 47, confessed to both her sham
marriage and her involvement in a plan to grow marijuana on 70 acres of land in rural Washington (inset). She said it
was the fault of her relationship with a 'dangerous man'. But Topinka claims that she, not he, was the driving force
behind the pot farm plans. Governor John Kitzhaber, at 67 - some 20 years Ms Hayes's senior - has admitted to being
blindsided by the revelations of his fiancée's secret past (pictured dancing together, right)

where Orange Is The
New Black is set 'so her
children can easily visit
her'

Bette Midler cuddles
up to doppelganger
daughter Sophie Von
Haselberg as she
attends opening night of
off-Broadway play
Uncanny resemblance

'He'd never ask for it
back!' Charlie Sheen
lets porn star ex-fiancée
Brett Rossi KEEP her
$100,000 diamond
engagement ring
Planned Nov. wedding

She's mommy's girl!
Maya Thurman-Hawke
is Uma's double as she
joins her at the premiere
of The Theory Of
Everything
Maya is 16 years old

Aiming for a profit!
Don Johnson puts
sprawling Santa
Barbara estate 'on the
market for $14.9
Million'... almost $2.5
million more than what
he originally paid 

White on the money!
Kim Kardashian looks
impeccable in a
skintight pencil skirt
and matching clingy top
at cocktail party
White hot reality star 

A tale of two Jennifers!
Glamorous Miss Garner
gets stuck into a pizza
while Miss Lawrence
stuns in lace at the Elle
awards
Fab in their 40s and 20s

Supermodel Gisele
Bundchen says mothers
should put themselves
first in order to be a
good parent
The 34-year-old has
advice for moms

Gisele Bundchen
slams beauty ads as
'unattainable' - as she
plays a glamorous
surfing mother in new
Chanel No 5 campaign
Millionaire supermodel

'Big kid, big problems':
Taylor Swift reveals that
her childhood
insecurities still haunt
her today
She's the biggest selling
digital artist of all time

Looking furry nice!
Olivia Palermo cements
her fashionista status in
a fluffy sage green coat
and skinny jeans as she
runs errands in the Big
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'Bipolar' former Harlem Globetrotter, 37,
vanishes on 1,100-mile road trip from
California to Seattle 

NEW  Rico Omarr Harris,
from Alhambra, California,
was last heard from
October 10 when he called
his mother to tell her he
was driving through
Sacramento. His car was
found abandoned three
days later.

Civil rights campaigner pulls COP over
for illegally driving unmarked patrol car
and lets him off with a warning

NEW  A civil liberties
campaigner decided to turn
the tables on a Washington
state sheriff by pulling him
over for patrolling in
uniform in an unmarked
car and issuing him a stern
warning.

The physics of INGROWN TOENAILS:
Painful condition is caused 'when the
balance of growth and adhesion is
broken'

Scientists at the University
of Nottingham have come
up with the first
mathematical formulae that
describes how human nails
grow, including ingrown
nails which cause suffering
for many people.

Drunk father, 39, threw his three-month-
old baby down the stairs 'after getting
fired from his job'

Police say William Lord Jr.
thew his son, who was
unsecured in a car safety
seat, down the stairs of his
Maine home in a drunken
rage about 3.30am
Monday, fracturing the
baby's skull.

ISIS releases sickening video clip showing
Syrian woman being stoned to death by
group of men - including her own father  
The shocking footage is understood to have been filmed in the city of Hama and shows a bearded cleric ranting at the
woman and accusing her adultery while she pleads for her life. With her request for leniency rejected, a group of
masked men begin hurling rocks at the woman, before the man believed to be her father steps forward to strike her with
the large stone that eventually causes her death.

THE SIEGE OF KOBANE  

Apple

No fringe benefits
here! Pamela Anderson
steps out with bizarre
comb-over hairdo for a
dinner date with
husband Rick Salomon 
Couple in Beverly Hills

'When it was bad, it
was the worst': Carmen
Electra opens up about
her brief marriage to
Dennis Rodman as she
appears on Oprah
Wed for nine days

Ready to rock!
Pregnant Sara Gilbert
covers up her baby
bump in a very grunge
ensemble
She revealed her
pregnancy last month

Why does Eva have a
massive baby bump?
Longoria looks
expectant in a billowing
blouse as she attends a
political fundraiser
Caught in the wind!

Easy rider! Justin
Theroux looks slick in
green jacket and ripped
jeans while cruising
around NYC on his bike 
The actor prefers the two-
wheel commute 

EXCLUSIVE: 'Don't
worry - we're NOT
working with Sam Lutfi':
Amanda Bynes parents
deny teaming up with
Britney Spears' former 
manager

Sarah Jessica Parker
angers homeowners by
staging an unauthorized
photo shoot on Carrie
Bradshaw's Sex and the
City stoop
Apartment in New York

Set in (another) City!
Sarah Jessica Parker
films dramatic scenes
for her new movie All
Roads Lead To Rome in
the Italian capital
A long way from NYC

'My brother was told
God didn't love him':
Ariana Grande reveals
she turned to Kabbalah
after her homosexual
brother was shunned by
the Catholic Church

Just Maui'd! Glee star
Matthew Morrison
tweets triumphant
wedding snap two days
after his Hawaiian
nuptials to wife Renee
It was a small ceremony

What is her secret?
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'I've been raped 30 times and it's not
even lunchtime': Desperate plight of
Yazidi woman who begged West to
bomb her brothel after ISIS militants
sold her into sex slavery

The unidentified woman is
understood to have been
kept as a prisoner of the
jihadists somewhere in
western Iraq having been
captured by ISIS during the
Sinjar massacre in early
August.

Western aid 'is funding ISIS fighters'
because jihadists are demanding huge
bribes to let trucks carrying supplies
reach desperate families, official claims 

In yet another revenue
stream for the terrorists,
checkpoints have been set
up on key roads where
trucks carrying food and
medical supplies are
stopped and forced to pay
to continue their journey.

Inside Kobane's fight to the death:
Incredible satellite images reveal the scale
of destruction after a month of U.S.
airstrikes intense street battles with ISIS
The before and after images show how in just one month hundreds of buildings have been levelled and a large number
of roads have become completely impassable. The photographs emerged as fierce street battles broke out in the city
this morning - the first significant fighting in the city since the majority of ISIS' militants there were pushed back into the
suburbs by the most sustained coalition bombing raids of the past few weeks.

Doutzen Kroes puts
her unbelievable post-
baby body on display in
a white mini-dress at
the Elle awards... just
three months after
giving birth

Never-before-seen
Brooke Burke nude
photos from German
auto parts catalog
appear in New York City
art show
Taken 20 years ago

She's got a Wilde
style: Olivia dons a
shaggy green coat
during a leisurely family
stroll with Jason
Sudeikis and their son
Otis
Her son is 6 months old 

That's a bit cheeky!
Liberty Ross sizzles in a
plunging backless
leather dress as she
attends the ELLE
Awards 
Bizarre bottom panel

Still sweet on each
other! Kaley Cuoco
stuns in a LBD as she
cosies up to new
husband Ryan Sweeting
at ELLE Women In
Hollywood party

Dressing her age for
once! Kris Jenner, 58,
looks classy and
elegant at charity
bash... as she takes
selfies with her
daughters' pals Hailey
Baldwin and Gigi Hadid

Salma Hayak launches
film about one woman's
dream to build a school
in a Pakistan slum -
produced by the charity
she set up with
Beyonce
In Deauville, France

Taking the plunge!
Melanie Griffith flashes
a cheeky hint of bra in
sheer mini-dress as she
steps out with a friend
in Los Angeles
Looking fabulous at 57

Michael Bublé and
wife Luisana Lopilato
share a tender hug as
they enjoy family stroll
with baby son Noah
The couple enjoyed a l
walk in Vancouver 

Glamorous grannies!
Bianca Jagger and
Carole Middleton lead
the way at London
launch of 'taboo-
busting' new play The
Scottsboro Boys

Heavenly bodies!
Channing Tatum and
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Now ISIS is operating INSIDE Turkey:
Militants fail in attempt to kidnap Syrian
rebel leader in city 20 miles from border

Abu Issa, the leader of a
group fighting ISIS in the
besieged city of Kobane
(pictured), and his 20-year-
old son Ammar, were
ambushed by jihadists in
the southeastern Turkish
town of Urfa on Friday.

German police seize Muslim man
codenamed 'The Tailor' who is
suspected of equipping ISIS with
combat suits - and 7,500 pairs of boots 

A Lebanese man, identified
only as Kassem R., 31,
was woken up at his home
in a suburb of Bonn by
GSG-9 officers blowing off
the front door of his
apartment with explosives.

Gym teacher, 24, busted for having sex with
16-year-old student dozens of times
including trysts at school
Megan Mahoney, 24, was facing 30 counts of statutory rape for the incidents which took place over three months
between Halloween last year and January 9, 2014. Authorities said that Mahoney, a teacher at Moore Catholic High on
Staten Island, had sex with the 16-year-old boy multiple times - including at the school. 

Joe Manganiello
display their rippling
muscles as they
continue shooting
Magic Mike XXL
Tantalized their fans

That's a healthy
craving! Pregnant
Rachel Bilson treats
herself to a smoothie as
she shows off her
burgeoning bump in a
flowy top

Gisele's not the only
model in the family!
Tom Brady poses with
his pet dog Lua in the
latest UGG boots for
men campaign video
The face of the brand

Not long now! Heavily
pregnant Kourtney
Kardashian highlights
her baby bump in skin
tight gym gear as she
runs errands
Proud of her belly

Goldie Hawn, 68,
shows off her age-
defying beauty in
skinny jeans and a low-
cut vest as she grabs a
coffee in West
Hollywood

She looks Bella! Miss
Thorne wows in a
yellow leather mini
dress and nude heels as
she attends Elle party 
The 17-year-old wowed in
the Gucci dress

Daniel Radcliffe
flashes his chest hair
while promoting
Horns... as he reveals
his latest movie has led
to him developing a
love of snakes

'Don't read the
reviews!' Daniel
Radcliffe advises Harry
Potter co-star Rupert
Grint to ignore the
critics while performing
on Broadway 

A flat stomach like
Amal and smooth skin
like George: How Mr
and Mrs Clooney are
driving body contouring
and anti-aging skin
treatment requests 

Birthday girl Carrie
Fisher, 58, shows off
her slimmed-down
physique as she enjoys
a celebratory meal with
Star Wars co-stars
Spotted out in London

She's a model mother!
Natalia Vodianova
shows off her post-baby
body just five months
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Rare Apple 1 set to fetch $500,000 at
auction: Working 1976 model among
items selling at Bonhams' History of
Science sale

The sale will take place at
Bonhams, New York on
Wednesday. Other items
includes a letter by Charles
Darwin, rare globes and
telescopes, and a
Helmholtz Sound
Synthesizer.

How the number of eggs a woman has
predicts her risk of a heart attack and
life expectancy 

Researchers at the
University of California,
San Francisco, suggest
women who experience
early menopause may be
ageing faster generally.

Apple's record 39.3 million iPhones Town sells mother's home at auction

Legendary fashion designer Oscar de la
Renta dies aged 82, just weeks after
creating incredible dress for Amal Clooney's
wedding

Oscar de la Renta, a legendary fashion designer who shaped the wardrobe of socialites and film stars for four decades,
has died at the age of 82. De la Renta passed away at his home in Kent, Connecticut - and while no cause of death has
been revealed, he was diagnosed with cancer in 2006. The death yesterday comes less than a month after Amal
Alamuddin Clooney wore his dress for her wedding to George Clooney on September 27. Pictured: Diana, Princess of
Wales wears one of his pieces in 1990 (left), De la Renta is pictured with Mrs Clooney (centre), and actress Cameron
Diaz wears a De la Renta dress in 2010 (right).

after welcoming her
fourth child
Calvin Klein star

EXCLUSIVE: Tori
Spelling is in quarantine
at Cedars Sinai Hospital
 - doctors suspect
ENTEROVIRUS
Isolated from her husband
Dean and kids

Top Gone Girl! Emily
Ratajkowski posts
ANOTHER half naked
photo wearing her
Calvin Klein underwear
She currently stars with
Ben Affleck in Gone Girl

That must be
awkward! Sofia Vergara
and ex fiancé Nick Loeb
attend the same star-
studded event in New
York
They broke up in May

Haters be damned!
Beyonce rocks her edgy
new hairdo in photo
shoot despite being
mocked online
The Drunk In Love singer
flaunted her long pins

'My groin popped!'
Alfonso Ribeiro limps
off the dance floor... but
only after winning the
highest score of the
night on Dancing With
the Stars
Fresh Prince star

Pregnant Ali Larter
displays her growing
baby bump in a tight
white tee as she shops
for healthy groceries
She's set to welcome her
second child 

I don't know about
you, but I'm checking in
more than two... bags!
Taylor Swift flies out of
Sydney with twenty
suitcases as she shows
off her toned legs in
mini shorts

Baby fever! Alicia
Keys looks elegant in a
flowy black number as
husband Swizz Beatz
rubs her bump at a
charity ball
Singer was in New York

True Blood's Ryan
Kwanten shows off his
ripped body on beach
outing with girlfriend
Ashley... after flipping
burgers at McDonald's
for charity

Where's Rihanna?
Barbadian beauty dons
oversized plastic
glasses and striped
gloves as she heads to
dinner in NYC
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sales over three months drive its
revenue to $42BILLION - but company
reveals number of customers buying
the iPad has stalled

The Cupertino firm said it
sold a record breaking 39.3
million iPhones in the last
quarter - but just 12.3
million iPads.

over $95 unpaid tax bill ...and she says
she was never notified until it was all
over because of a clerical error

A woman from Georgia
could be forced to leave
her home after a clerical
error means her home was
foreclosed and sold at
auction. Xui Lui is now
attempting to have the
decision reversed.

Eliot Spitzer's Manhattan Madam claims
sexual harassment and 'day to day
degradation' at Rikers Island caused her
to turn to prescription pills... as she is
sent BACK behind bars for two years

Kristin Davis, 38, spent
four months at the New
York jail after she pleaded
guilty to promoting
prostitution during the
scandal that led to the
politician's resignation in
2008.

Hannah Graham suspect is charged
with 2005 rape and attempted murder
just days after body found in hunt for
missing student

Jesse Matthew, 32, has
been indicted on charges
related to a 2005 rape in
Fairfax, Virginia, according
to reports.

Fergie rebranded: She's 56lbs slimmer,
planning a new business empire - and, most
incredibly - is back on speaking terms with
the Queen 

The resurrection of Brand Fergie is a crucial element in secret talks she has been having in the U.S. to endorse healthy
food after dropping several dress sizes herself and adopting a healthier lifestyle (pictured left at the Vienna ball in 1997
and right as she hosted a benefit auction for her charity Children in Crisis - and her 55th birthday- this September).
Following her divorce from Prince Andrew, Sarah Ferguson's weight has fluctuated (inset in 2009) and despite several
failed business ventures, her recent weight loss success, rumoured to be around 50lb or 3st 6lb, has shown that there
are still investors - in the U.S. at least - who feel the Duchess of York's title retains enough royal cachet to make a buck.

Missouri state senator arrested in late-night
Ferguson protests over the death of Michael
Brown
State Senator Jamilah Nasheed, right, was taken into custody by Ferguson police officers on Monday night after being

Channeling Waldo

'There is a lot of
uncertainty': Idol's Scott
MacIntyre faces health
crisis as doctors tell
singer his kidneys will
fail in six months
He's from Series 8

Michelle Williams
shows off her slim legs
in a print mini dress...
while Marion Cotillard
looks chic in a layered
ensemble at Louis
Vuitton museum bash

Make way for His
Royal Hotness!
Benedict Cumberbatch
cuts a handsome figure
as he films scenes for
Richard III drama on
horseback dressed in
regal attire

Just like the boys!
Lena Dunham and
Melissa McCarthy 'bro
out' and chest bump on
Ellen
Comedians proved they
can hang with the boys

Swapping hair styling
tips? Bruce Jenner
wears his mane in a
slick ponytail for a
shopping trip with Kim
Kardashian
Bonded with her stepdad

Take a bow... and
arrow! Jurassic World
actor Chris Pratt takes
aim as he hits up
archery range
He had target practice in
Los Angeles

Is that you Winnie
Cooper? Danica
McKellar puts on a
leggy display in a
patterned mini-dress at
The Wonder Years
reunion
She's 39 years old now

'We've never done
anything but make out
and have kids!' Gwen
Stefani gets 'nervous'
before teaming up with
Gavin Rossdale on The
Voice

'Yes this happened!'
American Horror Story's
Finn Wittrock marries
longtime love Sarah
Roberts in surprise
wedding
Nothing freaky here

Irina Shayk shows off
her supermodel
physique in a figure-
hugging LBD and killer
heels as she heads out
for a dinner date 
Russian beauty in black
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EXCLUSIVE: 'It's murder and they will
feel and see the wrath of God's
vengeance': Michael Brown's family
react angrily to leak of Darren Wilson's
testimony

Sheryl Davis, Brown's
aunt, told MailOnline that
she believed Darren
Wilson committed murder
in Ferguson, Missouri on
August 9, and that he will
suffer retribution in a
'mighty way'.

A child dies from violence every FIVE
MINUTES with most outside war-zones,
says shocking Unicef report

One child dies
every five minutes as a
result of violence, but only
a minority
die in war zones, according
to a report by the U.N.
children's
agency UNICEF.

Hillary Clinton is joined by Cameron
Diaz as she and Bill ignore Monica

It wasn't the Internet that ruined your
reputation, Monica, it was lust in the

arrested during another night of protests over the shooting of Michael Brown. She was shouting 'no justice' to replies of
'no peace' from other protesters as she was led away. The senator refused to pay a $600 bond and so spent the night
in the cells. A spokesperson said Nasheed's arrest and jail stay are acts of civil disobedience. 

Who says animals can't smile? Hilarious
pictures show grinning dogs, cats, birds ...
and even LIZARDS

These ridiculously cheerful creatures grinning into the camera are sure to brighten your day. In a selection of happy
snaps, animals, both furry and scaly, are shown beaming as they pose for pictures. A pair of parrots share a joke with
the camera and a dog can't help but literally roll on the floor laughing. 

Michelle Rodriguez
trades in her signature
tomboy style for a
feminine look as she
rocks a glamorous
figure-hugging gown at
the Angel Ball

Secrets of an A-list
body: Naomi Watts's
arms 
The actress, 46, likes to
mix up her exercise,
claiming: 'I can never stick
to an exact routine'

Tee-riffic! Katharine
McPhee dons a classic
black-and-white dress
to golf charity event
Made a television
comeback with the CBS
series Scorpion

She's corny! Hilaria
Baldwin does her yoga
pose in a pumpkin
patch as she nibbles on
Alec's, um, offering
The 31-year-old just came
back from Europe

GAME OF THRONES
SPOILER ALERT: Sneak
peek of the fifth season
reveals an unexpected
twist as the plot veers
from books
Behind-the-scenes clip 

Strong distance!
Nicole Scherzinger
enjoys romantic date
night with Lewis
Hamilton in a plunging
crop-top and mini-skirt
Night out in London

Never too old to
borrow from mom's
closet! Ivanka Trump
dons gold fringed dress
23 years after Ivana first
wore it
Her mother Ivana wore to
a party in 1991

Kiernan Shipka is
pretty in pink as she
represents Mad Men at
broadcast industry gala
The 14-year-old TV star
posed with Mad Men
creator Matt Weiner

'Don't read the
reviews!' Daniel
Radcliffe advises Harry
Potter co-star Rupert
Grint to ignore the
critics while performing
on Broadway 

'Monday morning in
my Calvins!' Gigi Hadid
displays her taut
stomach in her
underwear
She's the latest model to
flaunt the brand

He's going great guns!
Chris Hemsworth has
some competition from
older brother Luke in
the muscle stakes as
they enjoy a lunch date
in Los Angeles

Picking up another
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Lewinsky's public re-emergence (but
the husband and wife did stay on
opposite sides of the country)

The former President was
in Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
backing Senator Mary
Landrieu while his wife was
attending fundraisers in
San Francisco and Los
Angeles.

world's most powerful room - now
welcome to Twitter!

PIERS MORGAN: The
internet can be a brutal,
unforgiving colosseum of
rage, hatred and vile,
disgusting abuse.
I speak as something of an
expert in this area.

Taliban bomb attack on bus kills four
Afghan troops and wounds 12, as
terrorists target 'slave soldiers'

Four soldiers are dead and
12 other people were
wounded after the Taliban
used a remote-controlled
bomb to blow-up a bus in
the Afghanistan capital of
Kabul, today.

More than 4.7 MILLION car owners
urged to check if their vehicle is fitted
with faulty air bags that have killed at
least four people

The US government has
issued an urgent plea to
more than 4.7 million
people to get the air bags
in their cars fixed, amid
concern that a defect in the
devices could possibly kill
or injure them.

Girl, 16, with a heart condition collapses and
dies while walking through haunted house

A 16-year-old girl from Ohio died on Friday night after walking through a haunted house attraction, Christian Faith
Benge had a medical condition that doctors say was like a 'ticking time bomb'. The Land of Illusion features 'four
enormous haunted houses and one terrifying haunted trail.

Blood on his hands: Brazilian murderer
'who killed 39 women' is pictured caged in
prison as he admits he became a killer
'because he was sexually abused'
NEW  Tiago Henrique Gomes da Rocha (top), 26, has admitted to murdering at least 39 people, including 16 women as
well as homeless people and transvestites. His nine-month random killing spree in Goiania, Brazil, ended last week
when he was arrested following a massive police manhunt. Meanwhile it was also revealed yesterday that he speed
reads books from back to front. A hammer, knives and handcuffs were some of the items seized by the special police
task force. And eight of his alleged victims are pictured.

treat: Lady Gaga
sports a Victorian lace
blouse and painted on
eyebrows as she shops
in England
In city of Manchester

Petra Nemcova slips
into a glittering mini-
dress and knee-high
boots as she speaks at
the first-ever Forbes 30
Under 30 Summit

Pregnant Molly Sims is
chic in a black-and-
white ensemble as she
cradles her bump at
magazine event in
Beverly Hills
Expecting second child

She must be red hot!
Kim Kardashian defies
LA's soaring
temperatures as she
steps out in a high-
waisted woolen rouge
skirt

Katy Perry punks up
her look with fishnets,
biker boots and
leather... and a bright
pink new hairdo
Hid the new dye job under
a beanie

'I went method': Jada
Pinkett Smith reveals
she brought a man on a
leash to audition for
role as Gotham villain
Fish Mooney
Playing TV baddie

She's always Busy!
Philipps dons a retro
patchwork dress as she
loads up her trolley with
a week's worth of
groceries
She's got her hands full

A day in the life of an
heiress! Paris Hilton
takes her new pup for a
walk before glamming it
up at star-studded
charity ball
Out in New York

'Taylor supports me
and never judges me':
Selena Gomez reveals
best friend Swift's
relationship advice after
claims of rift over her
romance with Justin

Short circuit! Lea
Michele displays her
toned legs in chic tiny
black pants as she films
scenes for the
upcoming season of
Glee 

A little Photoshop fun?
Kris Jenner, 58, shares
Instagram snap where
she looks much
smoother than she did
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Alabama’s Republican House Speaker
arrested on 23 charges of corruption
and using his office for personal gain

Mike Hubbard was indicted
on charges accusing him
of misusing his speaker's
office. If convicted, he
faces from two to 20 years
in prison and a fine of up to
$300,000 on each count.

Should the first manned mission to
Mars be all WOMEN? Females need
fewer resources so the trip is easier,
claims expert

A San Francisco writer
says the first mission to
Mars should be only
women. Kate Green for
Slate took part in a
simulated mission to the
red planet.

'She's lost everything': Thomas Duncan's
fiancée declared Ebola free and released
from isolation - only to be left homeless
after losing her apartment during quarantine

Louise Troh, bottom right, left quarantine yesterday, but it emerged that the mother and her family are living at a church
conference center after losing her home and all her possessions. The apartment Ms Troh shared with Mr Duncan - the

EBOLA CRISIS GRIPS AMERICA  

in original picture
Promoting her cookbook

Double act! Mel B and
daughter Phoenix, 15,
coordinate in patterned
trousers as they leave
recording studio in
London
Bundled up for fall

Rapper Tyga, 24,
lashes out at a fan who
criticizes his
'relationship' with Kylie
Jenner, 17... just days
after they are spotted
together in France

She's a boho babe!
Nikki Reed is one
stylish traveler in a
flowing maxi dress and
statement hat as she
jets home to LA
Dressing up for her flight

VIDEO EXCLUSIVE:
'I'm done!': David
Arquette appears to
break up with fiancée
Christina McLarty in
angry street showdown
Got engaged to in July

V. Stiviano loses
defamation suit she
filed 'in act of
desperation' against
wife of former Clippers
owner Shelly Sterling
Shelly is suing Stiviano

Don't label her! British
singer Rita Ora commits
a fashion faux pas when
she leaves the price tag
on her trainers as she
arrives in Los Angeles
Fashion faux pas

Motherhood suits her
well! Alyson Hannigan
gives a toothy smile
during LA outing with
daughter Keeva
Recently finished 'How I
Met Your Mother'

'It's disrespectful':
Sinéad O'Connor claims
to have been asked to
perform with the Pope
at the American Music
Awards and says SHE
pulled out

Just call him Coach
Kanye! West dons
sports gear as he heads
up football team on set
of Big Sean's 'IDFWU'
music video
Always in charge

First there was Glee,
then American Horror
Story... now Scream
Queens? Ryan Murphy
is creating a comedy-
horror anthology series
for Fox
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11 comments 16 shares
316 comments 1 video 67 shares
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Mother of Ebola-stricken nurse Amber
Vinson is 'very confident' in daughter's
care at Emory before calling stricter
CDC guidelines for medical staff 'a
relief'

NEW  Amber Vinson, is
being cared for in a
specialized unit at Emory
University Hospital near
Atlanta. Her mother, Debra
Berry, said the family is
'very confident' that she is
receiving good care at
Emory. 

Ebola vaccine could be just weeks
away, as WHO conducts final tests on
two versions before a possible roll out
in Africa by January

Dr Marie-Paule Kieny said
that an experimental
version of the vaccine
could be ready for mass
distribution in Africa early
next year if current trials
are successful.

American doctor who contracted Ebola
in Sierra Leone emerges from Atlanta
hospital but NOT from hiding as he's
moved home 'to undisclosed location'

The male patient was
being treated at Atlanta's
Emory University Hospital
since early September. His
time at Emory - nearly six
weeks - is the longest stay
of an Ebola patient at a
U.S. hospital.

Three passengers a month flying from
West Africa may be infected with Ebola,
warn researchers who say exit-point
screening is vital to prevent further
spread

Three Ebola-infected
travellers a month can be
expected to get on
international flights from
the West African countries
suffering epidemics of the
deadly virus if there is no
effective exit screening.

first man to be diagnosed with Ebola on U.S. soil - in Dallas was sanitized in the days after he was admitted to hospital
and diagnosed with the deadly virus. Many of the family's possessions were seized and incinerated to destroy all
viruses and pathogens. Ms Troh, along with her children, friends and family members were taken into quarantine and
were kept under armed guard at a secret location in Dallas. But the group were given the all-clear yesterday after 21
days in isolation and some of the children have already headed back to school. 

SPONSORED by T-Mobile

High-speed phone calls, image recognition
and a smartphone that’s SUPPOSED to
bend: The 10 tech trends ready to take off
in 2015

SPONSORED BY T-MOBILE Predictions for 2015 include phones that will be charged through walls, being
developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, smart contact lenses that will become tiny TVs, and cars
which can predict traffic before an accident happens, and rollable screens (pictured). Elsewhere, web calling will
become easier and faster, thanks to services such as T-Mobile's Wi-Fi Calling, and Google's image recognition is set
to become more human by identifying obscured objects.

Today's headlines Most Read

What HAS Renee Zellweger done to her face?
Bridget actress looks utterly unrecognisable as

EDITOR'S SIX OF THE BEST
'We were best friends:' Mother of murdered
teenager reveals she tried to video call her

'I found God doing
Fury!' Shia LaBeouf
wears only a towel as
he talks run-ins with the
law and finding unlikely
support from Ben
Affleck and Alec
Baldwin

Naughty and nice!
Naomi Watts shows her
sexy side in leather
trousers after going for
an elegant look in blue
and white
Spotted twice in NYC

'We're just hanging
out': Mindy Kaling
denies rumors that she
and ex BJ Novak are
back together after pair
are seen leaving dinner
date
Spotted last week

Can't wait for winter!
Kendall Jenner looks
stylish wrapped up in a
navy coat and scarf as
she joins pal Hailey
Baldwin for a walk in
New York

Not so Fancy! Iggy
Azalea goes casual as
she covers up her
signature curves in a
baggy flannel while
touching down at LAX 
Dressed down rapper

Superbe indeed!
Actress Jamie Chung
looks every inch the
fashionista in must-
have sellout sweatshirt
and designer heels
Sweater just hits stores 

Never off duty!
Pouting British model
Jourdan Dunn takes the
plunge in a daring
cropped top and pencil
skirt on night out with
pals
Model was in London

As clear as black and
white! Stunning Aussie
singer Natalie Imbruglia
switches between day
and night looks in two
contrasting looks 
Out in London

Now THAT'S a baby
shower! Kaley Cuoco
throws an extravagant
poolside spa and lunch
for her make-up her
artist Jamie Greenberg
Takes care of her people

Re-living The Wonder
Years! Cast reunite as
they sit down with
GMA's Robin Roberts to
discuss the much-loved
'90s sitcom
Promoting new DVD set

No wonder Sofia
Vergara digs him! Joe
Manganiello flaunts
super ripped physique
going bare-chested in
just a pair of blue jeans 
Proud of her new flame
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she steps out with her boyfriend in LA
Take him down: Oscar Pistorius is jailed for FIVE
YEARS for killing lover Reeva Steenkamp - but he
could be out in just TEN MONTHS 
Revealed: The top ten online scams - and how
one victim lost his money to fraudsters who
conned all his Facebook friends too...
Survivalist 'cop killer' spotted by police in
Pennsylvania woods again - but they STILL haven't
caught him
Google's hilarious response when Stephen
Colbert threatened CEO Larry Page over search
results that showed the wrong height for the
comedian
Is Staples the latest retailer to be hacked? Office
supply store looks into 'potential' credit card breach
Pennsylvania Supreme Court suspends
'sociopathic' judge over email pornography
scandal: Justice Seamus P. McCaffery accused
of sending explicit pictures
Kate beats horrendous morning sickness to make
her first public appearance since announcing her
pregnancy... but does she still look a teeny bit
peaky? 
'Don't touch my girlfriend': President Obama
jokes with woman voting next to him after her
embarrassing boyfriend told the Commander-
in-Chief to keep his hands off
New Microsoft chief executive officer Satya
Nadella, who urged females not to seek pay rises
and instead rely on 'karma' is awarded $84.3 million
bumper pay deal
Fort Lewis mother of two 'fantasized about
dismembering a seven-year-old girl while
collecting child porn'
Two half-brothers, ages 4 and 10, die in
Massachusetts apartment fire
'You can’t trust her': Ex-lover's warning to
Oregon Governor as he claims fiancee was the
one who wanted to grow pot and in just three
months, divorced one husband, married
another in green card scam and began sleeping
with yet another
'Bipolar' former Harlem Globetrotter, 37, vanishes
on 1,100-mile road trip from California to Seattle 
Civil rights campaigner pulls COP over for
illegally driving unmarked patrol car and lets
him off with a warning
The physics of INGROWN TOENAILS: Painful
condition is caused 'when the balance of growth
and adhesion is broken'
Drunk father, 39, threw his three-month-old
baby down the stairs 'after getting fired from his
job'
ISIS releases sickening video clip showing Syrian
woman being stoned to death by group of men -
including her own father  
'I've been raped 30 times and it's not even
lunchtime': Desperate plight of Yazidi woman
who begged West to bomb her brothel after ISIS
militants sold her into sex slavery
Western aid 'is funding ISIS fighters' because
jihadists are demanding huge bribes to let trucks
carrying supplies reach desperate families, official
claims 

MORE HEADLINES

daughter just before she was 'strangled by Indiana
serial killer'
Radicalized Canadian Muslim convert runs down
two young soldiers in his car before being shot
dead by police
Sarah Jessica Parker angers homeowners by
staging unauthorized photo shoot on Carrie
Bradshaw's Sex and the City stoop
Parents who kept their young son in a cage in
Mexico go on the run after local politician tweets
photo of the child locked-up 
Portrait artist uses her talent for capturing likeness
to transform herself into stars including Sylvester
Stallone, Walter White, Angela Lansbury and Iggy
pop
Horrifying moment a LIVE inch-long moth and a
tick are pulled out from a man's ear

Protect your dog from down-
paws with this umbrella

  

  

Woman, 68, sheds
50lbs so she can attend
her 50th high school
reunion wearing the
same dress she wore
when she was 18 
Carol is from Maryland

Royal visit: Princess
Anne touches down in
Australia for an
agricultural conference
amid excitement about
another Windsor baby
Baby due next April

Back to the old
routine! British model
Kelly Brook and David
McIntosh pick up where
they left off in gym gear
just days after
rekindling their
romance

The mermaid moms-
to-be: Photographer
captures expectant
women beneath the
waves in ethereal
underwater shoot

Dramatic new 'do!
Kate Beckinsale swaps
her signature brunette
strands for shorter
blonde locks to film The
Disappointments Room
in North Carolina

Posh pumpkin
picking! Bella Thorne
dresses up in a chic
leather biker jacket and
over-the-knee boots to
visit the local patch
Ready for Halloween

VIDEO WATCH: TODAY'S TOP VIDEOS

Indian footballer dies
after attempting back-flip
goal celebration

Woman breaks baby
news to husband in
cleverly crafted
Halloween style

Obama takes heckler in
stride as he campaigns
for Lt Gov Anthony
Brown

Japanese scientists
create 3D free-floating
images by firing lasers
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Are religious people MORE likely to
watch porn? Bible Belt enjoys adult
content more than liberal states, claims
study

The study, by researchers
at Brock University in
Ontario, Canada, looked at
two years of data on
pornographic terms from
Google Trends in different
US states.

Armed police officers called to calm
down furious passengers on flight to
JFK after 10-hour flight delay at
Heathrow Airport

The New York-bound
passengers demanded to
know when their flight to
JFK Airport would depart
after they were stranded by
a mechanical fault on a
plane. British Airways is
investigating the incident.

A cure for LOVE HANDLES? Scientists
'melt' muffin tops by activating brown
fat

Scientists at the University
of Bonn have discovered a
way to ‘melt’ excess white
fat by adding the
adenosine receptor A2A to
the cells, which make them
burn energy from food.

Would you have your fat FROZEN
away? Bizarre-looking machine claims
to kill fat cells through the skin - but is it
safe?

Marketed as an alternative
to liposuction, advocates
say cryolipolysis, as it is
officially called, uses
extremely low
temperatures kill the fat
cells without affecting the
skin.

Teacher, 24, 'admitted to having sex
with male cheerleader after being
confronted with naked photo she had
sent him'

Ashley Elizabeth Zehnder,
a 24-year-old biology
teacher at Pasadena High
School in Houston, Texas,
has been charged with
having an improper
relationship with a student.

'I'm naked, ever seen a guy naked?'
Australian becomes first person
convicted after charity workers posed
online as 10-year-old Filipino girl called
Sweetie

Australian man, Scott
Robert Hansen, is the first
to be convicted in an online
sting where charity workers
from an organization in the
Netherlands posed as a 10
year old girl from the
Philippines called 'Sweetie'

'We were best friends:' Mother of murdered
teenager reveals she tried to video call her
daughter just before she was 'strangled by
Indiana serial killer'

NEW  Afrikka Hardy's (right) body was found Friday in a
bathtub at a Motel 6 in Hammond, 20 miles southeast of
Chicago. Darren Vann, 43,(inset) a convicted sex offender
admitted to murdering Hardy, and according to police
confessed to a murderous spree that dates back 20 years. 
Today her mother Lori Townsend (left) said: 'We were best
friends. She was a fighter from the time she was born.'

'He was strange, he was weird': Suspected Indiana
serial killer's marriage to a woman 29 years older
than him revealed as he's accused of killing seven
women over 20 years 

DON'T MISS
It's Batman Jr! Ben

Affleck's son Sam is a
little caped crusader on
outing with Jennifer
Garner
Nearly every little boy
wants to be like his dad 

Are Kim and Kanye
turning North into the
world's youngest
fashion victim? Toddler
wears leather trousers
and a cape on sunny
playdate with Penelope

They're besties
already! Kourtney and
Kim Kardashian's
adorable daughters
Penelope and North
hold hands during
family outing 

'Is that an Oscar?':
Watch Lisa Kudrow in
hilarious new trailer for
the return of her cult
comedy The Comeback
She plays a desperate
former sitcom star 

'I apologize!' Former
Buffy star Nicholas
Brendon apologizes and
reveals he's seeking
treatment after arrest
for 'breaking decorative
dish while drunk'

Ousted Barclays bank
boss Bob Diamond
throws daughter a 3 day
wedding extravaganza
in France complete with
TWO custom gowns and
fireworks

'I'll shock the world
again!' Nicki Minaj dials
back her outrageous
style for a more natural
look... but keeps the
eye-popping cleavage 
Posed with two poodles

Baby number 2! The
Fosters star Marla
Sokoloff is expecting
her second child with
husband Alec Puro
The actress used to be on
Full House

Jumping on the
BANGS-wagon! Lady
Gaga follows Beyonce's
lead and sports a heavy
fringe as she steps out
in Britain
Singer is in Manchester

'It was all worth it!'
Britney Spears'
manager Larry Rudolph
spills details of the
story behind the
infamous Madonna
VMAs kiss 
Controversy from 2003

Babies on the brain?
Engaged Nicky Hilton
models a SpongeBob
turtleneck that would be
the envy of any...
toddler
The 31-year-old heiress is
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Were Secret Service agents too
hungover to protect JFK? Questions
raised over whether late drinking
session affected response of men
charged with protecting President

Agents' testimony and the
findings of the Warren
Commission show
numerous agents were out
until the early hours of the
morning and showed up
sleep deprived on the day
of the assassination.

New York City taxpayers shell out
$200,000 to store homeless ex-model's
belongings in ELEVEN storage lockers

Andrea Logan’s
possessions have been
locked up in a Storage
Post facility since she lost
her Upper East Side
apartment in 2006 after a
debilitating stroke, court
records reveal.

Tinder starts a burning passion that
leaves woman dater trapped in chimney
after she became obsessed with man
she met online 

Police responded to calls
that crying was heard from
the chimney in a home in
Thousand Oaks early
Sunday morning.

The 'poor' will dominate politics if we
allow democracy, says Hong Kong
governor

Hong Kong's leader said
open elections would result
in the city's poor
dominating politics, as he
ruled out reforms before
talks scheduled to end
three weeks of protest
rallies in the city.

Radicalized Canadian Muslim convert runs
down two young soldiers in his car before
being shot dead by police

Martin Couture-Rouleau, 25 (top-right) sped into the two young soldiers Monday morning then drove off - reportedly
boasting how he had struck in the name of Allah. Police then chased him down the roads, while he allegedly boasted to
911 operators how he had struck in the name of Allah. He overturned his car in a ditch (pictured) and was shot after
reportedly charging at officers with a knife.

Sarah Jessica Parker angers homeowners
by staging unauthorized photo shoot on
Carrie Bradshaw's Sex and the City stoop
NEW  The actress who played Carrie Bradshaw on the long-running HBO series held a photo shoot for her new
collection of shoes for Nordstrom earlier this month. However, sources told the New York Post that SJP did not ask for
permission to shoot on their stoop. On October 7, the actress posted pictures on Instagram, showing her bending over
a metal chain to place shoes on the stoop, violating the home's privacy.

known for her style

What jet lag? Smiling
Jessica Alba is flawless
as she touches down in
South Korea  
The 33-year-old actress
touched down at Incheon
International Airport 

Feel the Byrne! Rose
sizzles in New York
cover shoot for Lucky
as she talks about her
geeky past in Australia
There was a time when
she wasn't as chic

Teresa Giudice's Real
Housewives co-stars
react with tears and
shock as she and
husband are slapped
with prison sentences
over fraud charges

Robert Pattinson's
girlfriend FKA twigs
directs and performs a
new video for Google
Glass as her star-power
continues to ascend
Her career is soaring

Daniel Radcliffe and
Horns co-star Juno
Temple share an
enthusiastic hug at the
movie's London
premiere  
Red carpet affection

No pain, no gain!
Game of Thrones actors
film gory scenes in the
Spanish town of Osuna
for the fifth season of
smash-hit TV show
Filmed bloody scenes 

Not such Ordinary
People! John Legend
and Chrissy Teigen list
their luxurious
Hollywood Hills home
for $1.99 million
Asian influenced interior

That '70s Show:
Padma Lakshmi helps
bring back an old trend
as she steps out in NYC
with a colorful poncho
The 44-year-old was
inspired by Mexican style

Billy Joel says he
hasn't released an
album in 21 years
because he hates the
'horror' of modern
celebrity culture
Won a Grammy in '90s

The Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge
confirm royal baby
number two is due in
April next year
Kate, 32, is still feeling ill,
but is continuing to
improve
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Is this the death of the landline? One in
three now IGNORE home phone when it
rings - and 28% don't even know their
number

Once the preferred method
for contacting friends and
family, 35% of people
asked said they usually or
always ignore their
landline, with most saying
they only keep one for an
Internet connection.

Cappuccino-flavored potato chips? No
thanks, I'll have wasabi ginger: Frito Lay
spices up its salty snacks after America
votes for its favorite new taste

Americans have rejected
Mango Salsa,
Cappucchino and Mac &
Cheese as new flavors for
their potato chips, telling a
leading snack food brand
they want Wasabi and
Ginger instead.

Woman attacked by 6ft shark while
canoeing in California - but she escaped
unharmed to paddle back to shore

The woman was pitched
into the sea during the
attack but she managed to
scramble back into her
canoe and paddle it back
to shore as the shark
swam away.

The wife who came back to earth as a
butterfly: The poignant moment that a
grieving husband lost his scepticism
about the after-life 

In the latest extract from
his book, Dr Eben
Alexander explores
reincarnation and the
moment a sceptical
widower started to believe
in the after-life despite his
scientific inclinations.

NEW  Evaristo Roberto Candia Ortega tweeted the
shocking photo of the abused boy in a bid to help police
find him and bring his 'drug addict' parents to justice in
Mexico City.

Parents who kept
their young son in a
cage in Mexico go on
the run after local
politician tweets
photo of the child
locked-up 

Spreading her fashion
wings! Joanna Krupa
looks stylish in a
butterfly patterned
dress during TV
appearance
Real Housewife of Miami

SPOILER ALERT: Is
she or isn't she? The
truth about Tori
Spelling's 'pregnancy'
Her reality show True Tori
returns to Lifetime
tomorrow night

'I don't care who he
dates!' Kris Jenner puts
on a brave face as she
talks about ex Bruce
Jenner's new
girlfriend... and
dismisses 'silly' sex
change rumors

Bordeaux lips and
smoky eyes ... Kate
Upton smolders as the
face of Bobbi Brown's
holiday make-up
collection
The look for fall/winter

Get the Amal look!
Oscar de La Renta a
unveils wedding gown
almost identical to the
one he designed for Mrs
Alamuddin Clooney
Fall 2015 collection

British Radio station in
hot water for
broadcasting Lily
Allen's string of swear
words during weekend
festival performance
Station was criticised

Prince Harry
showcases his ball
skills as he joins
youngsters at  a mini
rugby tournament at
British school
Harry was in Manchester

Before she was
famous: Iggy Azalea is a
long-haired beauty in
cute to throw back snap
to her teenage years
It's been a crazy few days
for the rapper

Hollywood starlet Joan
Fontaine's house worth
$3 million will be sold at
auction and the
proceeds are set for a
deserving animal
charity
Home is in California

Supermodel Natalia
Vodianova lives out her
'ballet princess'
childhood fantasy
inside the Paris Opera
House as she lands new
U.S. Vogue cover

Serena Williams does
the splits to put knee
fears to rest as she
beats Ana Ivanovic in
straight sets at WTA
championships
On court in Singapore
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Hundreds of protesters disrupt New
York premiere of controversial Opera
dramatizing the murder of a Jewish
American by Palestinian terrorists

Protesters were joined by
public figures at a rally
against The Death of
Klinghoffer, a 1991 opera
by John Adams, at the
Metropolitan Opera, which
has drawn criticism from
Jewish groups.

Obesity and alcohol may be more likely
to trigger a heart attack than 'bad' genes

Heart attacks are not as
strongly linked to family
history and genetics as
previously believed, say 
Scientists at the
Intermountain Medical
Centre, Utah.

'The, um, uh...': Moment a US senator
froze when he was asked to name his
favorite books in a TV interview -- and
asked to 're-tape' it

Sen. Mark Udall's awkward
moment was reminiscent
of Texas Gov. Rick Perry's
famed 'Oops' in a 2011
debate when he couldn't
name all 3 federal
agencies he had pledged
to kill in the White House.

Sportscaster fired from TV station after
20 years for wishing departing
colleagues good luck live on-air

On two occasions last
Thursday and Friday, Joe
Swift (pictured) thanked
the co-workers on KNOP-
TV in North Platte,
Nebraska. Several days
later, he was fired for his
kind gesture.

Portrait artist uses her talent for capturing
likeness to transform herself into stars
including Sylvester Stallone, Walter White,
Angela Lansbury and Iggy pop

It's hard to believe that beneath all these famous faces is a pretty brunette - 43-year-old makeup artist Lucia Pittalis (top
left), from Rome. Using makeup alone she's morphed herself into (clockwise from top, centre) Walter White, Iggy Pop,
Sylvester Stallone, Kirk Hammett from Metallica and Angela Lansbury in Murder She Wrote.

Horrifying moment a LIVE inch-long moth
and a tick are pulled out from a man's ear
The man, known only as 'Mikey', from the U.S., is seen shouting in agony before his friends remove a furry brown moth
that had burrowed into his ear canal, batting its wings (pictured left). Fluttering and burrowing itself down further into the
ear, the man's friends struggle to pinch its body with the end of the tweezers. Eventually they manage to get hold of the
moth and pull it out in one swoop. The moth - more than an inch and a half in length - is still alive after being removed
(pictured top and bottom right). A slimy black tick is found too and has to be pulled out bit by bit. Writhing on the floor in
agony, the man says: ‘I felt him go boom and I went to go smack and he went in there’. His friends filmed the event and
posted the stomach-churning video online.

Jessica Alba set to
float The Honest
Company for $999m
making her Hollywood's
most successful
entrepreneur
Watch out Gwyneth!

Scher-mazing! Nicole
Scherzinger dares to
bare in eye-popping
bralet and leggy mini
skirt for album signing
The former Pussycat Doll
put on quite a show

Say CLEESE! British
comedian John Cleese
cuts a sombre figure as
he arrives in London's
Heathrow Airport with a
deadpan expression
Needed some light relief

Shop 'til you drop!
Ladies Of London star
Caprice Bourret, 42,
shows off her glowing
make-up free
complexion as she
shops for groceries

Nicole Richie draws
attention to her
increasingly svelte
frame as she displays a
worryingly bony chest
in an ill-fitting corset top
House of Harlow launch

'Hey rednecks!': Miley
Cyrus opens her latest
show with some explicit
instructions and a swag
of insults 
The singer works hard to
be controversial

Miley Cyrus fan
sneaks backstage after
her Sydney concert by
dressing as a cleaner
An Australian fan got past
security undetected with a
hi-vis jacket 

'Surf stitches!': Rob
Lowe, 50, displays his
toned torso in red
shorts after revealing a
nasty surfing injury
He's been an avid surfer
for five years

Dating expert spends
the day as a damsel in
distress to find out if
men will approach her -
but does she get more
attention in 'stripper
heels' or a plain t-shirt?

Duchess of Cornwall
attends service to
rekindle tradition of
celebrating the harvest
festival
At St Philip's Cathedral in
Birmingham

I only have eyes for
you! Shia LaBeouf
dotes on his makeup-
free girlfriend Mia Goth
at the London premiere
of his new film Fury
She's a natural beauty

She must look up to
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Tablets will have 3D SCANNERS in
2015: Intel's slate will use a camera to
gauge the depth of objects just like a
human eye

Intel, based in Santa Clara
California, plans on
incorporating a 3D scanner
into a tablet set to be
released next year and
believes its technology will
change the way people
interact with objects.

High-end escort accused of killing
Google exec with a heroin overdose on
luxury yacht says he TOLD her to inject
the deadly dose

Denying manslaughter,
Alex Tichelman's lawyers
insist her customer Forrest
Hayes, 51, requested the
lethal shot of heroin that
killed him aboard his yacht
in Santa Cruz last
November. 

Man, 36, treated in hospital for stomach
flu after 'finding RAT'S HEAD in a bowl
of chili of at Golden Corral restaurant'

Billy Wilson, 36, had
reportedly just taken the
first bite of his meal at the
Golden Corral restaurant in
Cape Corral, Florida, when
he discovered the rat's
head.

Too hot for Chili's? Fast-food cook
FIRED for posting 'sexy' shirtless
photos taken at work on Facebook

The Florida man, who goes
by the name 'Justin J.
Speekz,' was fired from his
job at the Valrico Chili's
restaurant after uploading
online a series of photos
he tiled 'Sexy Cooks of
Chili's.'

Well, would YOU mess with him? Crocodile
steals wild dog's impala lunch

him! Patrick
Schwarzenegger towers
over his mother Maria
Shriver as they head out
for the day
Patrick is 5 foot 11

She's back! Bethenny
Frankel returns to Real
Housewives of New
York after her failed talk
show and divorce
She's returning 4 years
after quitting the series

Batman's got biceps!
Ben Affleck can't help
but display his
impressive muscles as
he spends the day with
his daughters in LA
Gained 30lb of muscle

Make-up free
Courteney Cox touches
down at LAX with
partner Johnny McDaid
and daughter Coco
Arquette 
Actress went au naturel

Same old fix, just a
different day! Eddie
Murphy and girlfriend
Paige Butcher put on an
affectionate display
during coffee run
Been dating two years

'I'm very excited!'
Stanley Tucci confirms
he and wife Felicity
Blunt are expecting
their first child together
as she reveals her baby
bump for the first time

'I thought of killing
myself': Tearful Glee
star Charice reveals 'my
soul is male' and breaks
down as she tells Oprah
she considered suicide
over her sexuality

Baby love! Emily Blunt
and John Krasinski dote
on their little girl Hazel
as they enjoy a family
stroll
Presented a picture of a
happy family in New York

Rachel Zoe keeps it
fashionable in black
maxi dress while out on
a leisurely stroll with
her two sons
The former reality star
was on mommy duty

A wardrobe
malfunction waiting to
happen! Mariah Carey
busts out of her hip-
skimming black latex
dress as she performs
in China

Curtis Stone's wife
Lindsay Price shows off
her fit post baby body
just one month after
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Ted Cruz lays out agenda for
Republican-led Congress after
midterms with repealing Obamacare at
the top of the list

The presumed 2016
presidential candidate's
edict reads like an
abridged manifesto for
higher office.

Watch the amazing self driving car that
can reach 150mph: Audi lets the first
smart racing car loose on a track

The Audi RS 7 piloted
driving concept completed
a lap on the Grand Prix
track in Hockenheim – at
racing speed, without a
driver.

Mother of autistic teen describes the
morning she desperately tried to kill
them both, telling the girl that they were
'going to be in Heaven before noon'

This month, Kelli Stapleton
was sentenced to 10-22
years in prison after
attempting a murder-
suicide with autistic
daughter Isabelle, then 14.

Billy Joel says he hasn't released a rock
album in 21 years because he hates the
'horror' of modern celebrity culture

The 'Piano Man' singer
said that he does not want
to 'rip myself open and let
everyone see everything'
so is staying out of the
studio. His last album was
the Grammy-winning River
of Dreams in 1993.

A pack of wild dogs feasting on an impala were left rather unsatisfied by their meal after a crocodile sneaked our of the
Olifants River in South Africa and stole it. The dogs had already eaten one and were preparing to bite down on the
second when the reptile raced across the river bank and snapped it up. It then slid back into the water to enjoy its meal
in peace, as the shocked dogs watched on.

The sick NFL fan who dressed up as Ray
Rice for Halloween ...complete with a life-
size blowup doll that he dragged by the hair
The shocking photos appeared on a Reddit forum reserved for taboo jokes called Too Soon. Visitors to the forum were
unfazed by the joke, though subsequent posts about the costume have elicited a wave of outraged comments. Rice
was suspended in July for brutally beating his wife Janay and then dragging her limp body from an elevator

giving birth as the
family visit the pumpkin
patch ahead of
Halloween

A Roman holiday: Iron
Man actor Robert
Downey Jr. soaks up
the sun as he goes
sightseeing in Italy
The 49-year-old actor is
promoting The Judge

Joaquin on the
pounds? A casual Mr
Phoenix looks bigger
than usual as he walks
his dog in Beverly Hills
In the Oscar-nominated
star has bulked up

PIERS MORGAN: It
wasn't the Internet that
ruined your reputation,
Monica, it was lust in
the world's most
powerful room - now
welcome to Twitter!

Starting him young!
Ivanka Trump shares a
touching snap of her
giving baby Joseph his
first real estate lesson
Fourth generation of real
estate moguls?

She's got some front!
Ming-Na Wen, 50, shows
off her cleavage as she
discusses her role in
Marvel's Agents of the
S.H.I.E.L.D.
She plays Melinda May

Getting in Gere! 'Newly
single' Richard cuts a
smart figure at the
premiere of new movie
Time Out Of Mind in
Rome
Single and happy at 65

Not quite a Full House!
Former co-stars Lori
Loughlin, 50, and
Candace Cameron Bure,
38, enjoy a girly catch-
up over yoga, dinner
and a movie in
Vancouver

Letting loose! Cindy
Crawford enjoys a
thrilling roller coaster
ride and eats a sugary
snacks with daughter
Kaia at Disneyland
She's 48, going on 12

Peek-a-boo! Brad Pitt
flashes large tattoo on
his stomach as he steps
out in a plaid blazer and
brown fedora during
Fury photocall
Rarely seen body art

Zip zip hooray! Rose
McGowan wears a sexy
leather pencil skirt and
denim jacket to hang
out with her friends
The 41-year-old headed
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Are YOU spreading germs every time
you wash the dishes? Researchers find
90% of tea towels in US kitchens are
covered in bacteria

The study from the
University of Arizona found
bacteria in 89 per cent and
E. coli in 25.6 per cent of
kitchen tea-towels.

Chemicals in plastic 'are making women
less interested in sex': Low libido linked
to additives used to soften materials
found in every home 

Women with the highest
levels of phthalates in their
bodies were more than
twice as likely to say 'not
tonight dear' as those with
the lowest amounts, a new
US study has found

Sex offender pleads not guilty in murder
and dismemberment of stripper 'after
private party at his New Orleans
apartment'

The mother-of-one's body,
which was cut into pieces
and dropped in the
Mississippi Sound, washed
up on to Bay St Louis
beaches days after she
was last seen on June 6,
2012.

Teen mother charged with attempted
capital murder 'for trying to suffocate
her infant son TWICE while he was in
the hospital'

Cynthia Kaye Wood, 19,
from Texas, is accused of
making two separate
attempts to kill her 4-
month-old son by closing
his nose and mouth, and
then covering him with a
blanket.

Stunning images capture first-person view
of firefighters tackling America's wildfires
on the frontline
For five years, Gregg Boydston has been at the frontline of the work done by the US Forest Service. He has utilized his
photography skills to show a side of the job people might not be aware of. It is a job that involves being on call day and
night, seven days a week, during the tinderbox summer fire season months in Western America.

to Chateau Marmont

Jake Gyllenhaal shows
no trace of his gaunt
Nightcrawler character
at New York screening
after shedding 30lbs on
'kale salad and chewing
gum' diet

Make-up free Andie
MacDowell, 56, shows
off her age-defying
beauty as touches down
in Los Angeles
She's a stunning actress
and mother of three

'My heart is broken, I
feel so bad': Ariana
Grande seeks advice
from fellow pop star
Miley Cyrus over 'diva'
claims
Dramatic reaction

Kate Winslet goes
make-up free and
shows off her hourglass
figure with a tiny
cinched in belt while
filming '50s movie The
Dressmaker 

'Got about 35lbs to
go!' Aussie Biggest
Loser host Ajay
Rochester reveals her
dramatically slimmed
down figure in a sexy
red bikini next to a
comparison shot 

Secretly married? REM
singer Michael Stipe
wears a wedding band
amid rumors he tied the
knot with artist beau
Thomas Dozol
Together for a decade

Fighting fit! Magic
Mike's Joe Manganiello
shows off his toned
biceps as he heads to
the gym... while
girlfriend Sofia Vergara
flies out of LAX

Pregnant Terri
Seymour shows a hint
of a baby bump as she
and boyfriend Clark
Mallon go grocery
shopping
Simon Cowell's ex
expecting her first child

Taylor Swift dazzles in
a midriff baring crop top
as she shimmies and
shakes on X Factor
Australia's grand final
stage and offers advice
to the winner

Saying hello! A heavily
pregnant Zoe Saldana
holds her belly as her
twins make their
presence known with a
big kick
She's expecting twins
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More Siding Spring images revealed:
Stunning views of comet shooting past
the red planet captured by Mars orbiter

New images of Comet
Siding Spring passing
Mars have been released.
They include one taken by
a Nasa orbiter operated by
scientists in California. The
comet passed 87,000
miles from the red planet.

How will we land astronauts on Mars?
Thermal footage of Space X Falcon 9
rocket could help Nasa find out

The space agency recently
teamed up with Elon
Musk's firm to record
thermal footage of the
Falcon 9 rocket as its first
stage pulled away after
launch in Cape Canaveral,
Florida.

Nepalese tour guides found wearing
FLIP FLOPS and trainers: Rescue
workers reveal how under equipped
local porters perished in snow storm
that claimed 41 lives 

Few of the local workers,
who earn as little as £9 a
day as porters, had warm
coats or boots to protect
them from the freezing
storm, said Captain
Adhikari of the Nepalese
Army.

Now that's a sleeper car! Upscale hotel
in historic US train station converts 13
authentic 1920s Pullman rail cars into
luxury suites

While paying tribute to a
romantic period of rail
travel, each car at the
Crowne Plaza in downtown
Indianapolis is named after
20th century personalities
such as Winston Churchill.

Moment woman used a Halloween-themed
T-shirt to announce to her husband they are
expecting a child after a year of trying
This woman, known only as Leslie, bought a black T-shirt picturing an image of a white human rib cage, before fixing an
iron-on graphic of a smiling baby skeleton to the bottom of it (inset). Donning the item of clothing, she then waited for
her unsuspecting husband to return to their home (left) in Philadelphia and filmed his incredible reaction to the news on
an iPhone. Footage shows Leslie's husband pointing at the T-shirt in shock (center), before joyfully hugging his wife
(right).

Front row fatigue! Cruz
Beckham lets out a big
yawn as he's joined by
father David and brother
Romeo at the LA Lakers'
game
Had court-side seats

Newlywed George
Clooney embraces his
good pal Rande Gerber
as they enjoy a boys'
night out  
He's Cindy Crawford's
husband

He's still got it! Jay
Leno receives the Mark
Twain Prize For Humor
at star-studded
ceremony in
Washington DC
Achievement of a lifetime

Candice Swanepoel,
Chrissy Teigen and Lily
Aldridge join forces to
promote Michael Kors'
fight against world
hunger
A charitable photo shoot

What was she
thinking? Kim
Kardashian dons a
bizarre ensemble of
knee-length cutoff jorts,
open-back top and
heels on date with
Kanye West

Denise Richards leads
a host of casually-clad
stars lending their
support to Pediatric
AIDS Foundation event
in Los Angeles
Casually glam in LA

Everyone wants to
smell like Rita Ora!
Singer boosts DKNY
perfume sales by 250
per cent as the face of
the brand's latest scent 
Celebrity marketing 

Jessica Alba is
effortlessly stylish in
ripped jeans and shiny
flats as she goes
shopping with her
precious little girl Haven
in LA

Taylor Swift says she
has a 'really strict
personal policy' never
to name exes in songs
... but what about 'Dear
John' written about
John Mayer?

Jacqui Ainsley
displays her incredible
post-baby body in a
form-fitting shift dress
as she accompanies
fiancé Guy Richie to the
Fury LFF premiere 

One tequila, two
tequila, three tequila...
more! Miley Cyrus
leaves Sydney on
private jet with bottle of
alcohol in hand
Star is Down Under

Kristin Chenoweth
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Up to 34 MILLION blank 'green cards'
and work permits to be ordered ahead
of Obama illegal immigrant 'amnesty'

According to a draft
solicitation, the
government agency will
look for a company that
can produce a minimum 4
million cards per year for
five years, and 9 million in
the early stages. 

Governor candidate refuses to say if he
would have backed a ban on interracial
marriage if he were the Texas state
Attorney General

Abbott intended to make
the point that it would not
be appropriate for him to
'dictate policy' as AG.
That's the role of
lawmakers.

Roman gladiators ate a vegetarian diet -
and washed it down with a 'sports drink'
of plant ashes and vinegar

Researchers from the
MedUni Vienna examined
bones (pictured) from a
2nd century gladiator
cemetery in Turkey. The
cemetery was uncovered
in 1933 on the site of the
Roman city of Ephesos.

Shocking moment Chinese stepmother
whips and kicks a toddler for wetting
herself 

WARNING: GRAPHIC
CONTENT. The Chinese
woman whipped the girl 87
times, kicked her 14 times,
slapped her in the face
eight times and stamped
on the child.

'Drunk' snow-plough driver blamed for
crash that killed Total oil boss claims he
was FRAMED and says he doesn't drink
because he suffers from a heart condition
A lawyer for Vladimir Martynenkov (left) insisted his client was not guilty of causing the air crash which killed Christophe
de Margerie (right with his wife) and three others and totally denied the 'groundless' accusation that Mr Martynenkov
was drunk. The denials seem to imply Mr Martynenkov believes he is being framed. Mr de Margerie died instantly at
Vnukovo airport along with three crew on board the Falcon 50 in a sudden crash which appears to be an appalling
indictment of Russian safety standards.

sizzles in a black and
yellow gown at the Mark
Twain Prize ceremony to
honor Jay Leno
She joined stars in
Washington DC

Starting Halloween
early! Tara Reid dresses
up in a gypsy-inspired
fancy dress as she
arrives at a party in
West Hollywood
Burning Man theme party

Getting his acai berry
fix! David Beckham
grabs an early morning
juice as he settles back
into his healthy LA
lifestyle 
Wife Victoria in the UK

Does she ever not
want attention? Paris
Hilton claims she is
going 'undercover' in a
brunette wig at the
arcade... but can't resist
sharing the photos 

Pumpkin patch party!
Petra Ecclestone works
casual look in ripped
denim jeans during
family outing with
daughter Lavinia and
husband James

She can afford the
calories! LeAnn Rimes
displays her sculpted
legs in tiny denim
shorts as she and her
family enjoy lunch at LA
burger joint

'They both loved it!':
Shailene Woodley says
it wasn't awkward for
her parents to watch her
sex scene in White Bird
In A Blizzard
Open minded family

No Nip/Tuck here!
Joely Richardson is
unrecognizable as she
ditches blonde locks for
brunette wig on opening
night of new play The
Belle of Amherst

Foul ball! San
Francisco radio stations
ban Lorde's hit song
Royals during the World
Series baseball finals
due to link with rival
team Kansas City 

That's how he did it!
Jason Momoa performs
intense traditional
dance in audition tape
for HBO's Game of
Thrones
To land the part of a
fearful warrior

Singing the blues?
Rihanna looks
unusually disheartened
as she bundles up in a
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Washington, Milan, Vienna and
Salisbury: The best tourist destinations
in the world revealed 

The likes of Toronto in
Canada and mountainous
Zermatt in Switzerland are
also included in the list
drawn up by the Lonely
Planet travel guide.

IRA rape case re-opened: Prosecutors
probe claims teenage niece of terror
group leader was attacked by Belfast
commander and Gerry Adams covered
it up

Mairia Cahill, 33, claims
the IRA conducted its own
kangaroo court inquiry into
her account before
acquitting her alleged
attacker. Sinn Fein chief
Gerry Adams has denied
the allegations.

How too much light at night can make
you ill: Scientists learn more about the
effects of glowing lamps, laptops and
mobile phones 

There are growing
concerns that constant
exposure to light when it's
dark damages our health
by disrupting our circadian
rhythm - the body's built-in
clock.

Should women take HRT before the
menopause? Some experts now say it's
the best way to ease your symptoms -
and avoid long-term health problems 

Some specialists say
women shouldn't just have
to cope, but should be
encouraged to take
preventative action in their
40s, when early
menopausal changes
occur.

Teacher caught on camera dragging female
student and ripping off her entire shirt in
classroom fight
An Oregon high school teacher yanked a female student through a doorway and yanked the girl's shirt up in the
process, revealing her body. A dispute between teacher Carrie McCann and her students allegedly caused nearby Sara
Rue (inset) to suffer a panic attack. Rue's attempt to get out of the classroom was thwarted by the shirt-grabbing
teacher. The girl has said she was embarrassed by what happened. Rue also instructed her peers to look the other way
before she was fully clothed again. McCann is now on leave from Roberts Alternative High School Annex.

cozy pink coat for
dinner at Nobu in New
York
A cold spell in NYC

Going global! Suri
Cruise is the latest
young starlet to sport a
blue hair accessory
from Aussie star Pixie
Curtis's bow range
A trend for youngsters

Dancing With The
Stars hunks Antonio
Sabato Jr. and Artem
Chigvintsev flash the
flesh as they leave 
rehearsals in Los
Angeles

WALKING DEAD
SPOILER ALERT: Bob
loses his upbeat
outlook ... as survivors
rescue shifty priest
from walkers
Intense new turn

Flaunting it: Benedict
Cumberbatch dines with
girlfriend Sophie Hunter
before hosting a
magazine party
It's been a busy few
weeks for Sherlock star

Chrissy Teigen keeps
it casual in black lycra
capris and a denim
jacket while out and
about in New York 
Styled up her active-wear
ensemble with a scarf

Jet-set pooch! Sarah
Hyland travels with her
trusty sidekick Barkley
after treating him to a
doggy pampering
session
She's always on the go

Talk about an
expensive ice-cream!
Justin Bieber gets hit
with a $200 parking fine
as he sits behind the
wheel of his bright red
Ferrari on snack run

Hot mama! Fergie, 39,
shows off her toned abs
in a very revealing outfit
as she films her new
music video in LA
For 'LA Love (La La)'
single
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Narrow escape: Chinese man is nearly cut
in half as he tried to squeeze out of trapped
lift just as it starts to move
A man was almost cut in half during a rescue operation when a dozen people got trapped in a lift behind a brick wall in
Shenzhen, Guangdong Province in south China. The group had found themselves stuck, and when its doors opened to
reveal a brick wall, the management's way of keeping people from entering the building from the car park. One man
managed to make a hole in the brick wall with a hammer, but as a young man begins to climb through, feet first, the lift
moves. 

Chemical romance: The rainbow-
colored results of mixing
compounds up close

EDITOR'S 6 OF THE BEST

Drones capture footage of protective mother
humpback whale and her calf
Moment woman uses a Halloween-themed T-shirt
to announce to her husband they are expecting a
child after a year of trying
Inside the $3million mansion of Hollywood
starlet Joan Fontaine
The mermaid moms-to-be
And they say crime doesn't neigh! NYPD patrol
cars chase runaway HORSE down 11th Avenue
after it escapes handlers

  

  

IN FEMAIL TODAY

NATALIA VODIANOVA: Supermodel lands U.S.
Vogue cover - and lives out 'ballerina' fantasy
inside the Paris Opera House
PRIMARK CROSSES THE POND: Europe's
favorite cheap fashion retailer to launch at
Sears' mall locations across the U.S.
KATE UPTON: Model smolders as the face of
Bobbi Brown's holiday make-up collection
MENSWEAR DOG EARNS $15,000 A MONTH:
The Shiba Inu who probably earns more than
you from modeling gigs
EMILY RATAJKOWSKI: Actress poses braless
wearing her Calvin Klein underwear

SHOWBIZ EXTRA
She means business!

British singer Tulisa
Contostavlos steps out
in chic checked
separates as she
prepares to make pop
comeback 

Aussie pop star Dannii
Minogue celebrates
after X Factor Australia
finale enjoying a night
out fellow judges and
boyfriend 
Kylie's younger sister

All the fun of the (faux)
FUR: Kylie Minogue
keeps it casual in a
winter coat and skinny
jeans as she greets fans
in Prague
Too cold for hot pants

Ronan Keating beams
as he and and leggy
girlfriend Storm
Uechtritz leave X Factor
Australia party
The Irish singer is a judge
Down Under
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Sixteenth-century tower usually
reserved for weddings transforms into
Halloween haven as 'vampires' sleep in
silk-lined coffins and sip blood-curdling
cocktails

Garlic, mirrors, sharp
wooden objects and bibles
will be off limits along with
anything else the undead
are averse to for the 'Big
Vampire Weekender' at
Fenton House, near
Edinburgh.

Music video creates spectacular
animated love story with perfectly-timed
scenes staged across eight iPhones,
five iPads, two Macs and even an iPod
shuffle

Ukrainian indie band
Brunettes Shoot Blondes
produced the unique and
innovative video featuring
an animation across at
least 16 Apple devices
which took dozens of takes
to complete.

Sherlock bones: Meet the mystery-solving
dog who has helped track down the remains
of 200 people including lost soldiers and
murder victims
Buster the Labrador and his handler, retired Mammoth Lakes Police Sgt. Paul Dostie, from California, has aided in the
recovery of the remains of 200 people. Among others, Buster helped find Lt. Robert Fenstermacher, an Army Air Corps
pilot whose plane crashed in Belgium after being shot down in 1944. Last year, his family gathered as he was laid to
rest, nearly 70 years later, in Arlington National Cemetery.

THE BEST OF THE WEB - DIGESTED
How our cities are making rats smarter and spiders
bigger
When dogs and cats come to the rescue
Do men and women REALLY have different brains?
Have these men discovered the cure to drug
addiction?
Why I'm so over brunch
The life of a modern-day moonshiner
The group where spouses of gays who came out
can meet new straight partners
A beer in the life of an Oktoberfest waitress
An LSD trip helped me give up smoking
The woman who thought she was a walking corpse
Could climate change make men extinct?
How does a spider decide where to build its web?
How animals get high (including your dog or cat)
Living a life without sex
Why when it comes to dating 30 is the new 50
Why can you feel phantom phone vibrations?

WORLD NEWS

Oscar Pistorius faces being held in ultra-high
security wing of Pretoria prison if he is jailed -
alongside a notorious Czech inmate on trial for
torture
EXCLUSIVE: Reeva's sister pleads with judge to jail
Pistorius for twenty years and asks 'why should
disabled people get softer sentences?'
North Korean dictator thought transfusions of
blood from youths would help him live to 100
WHO declares Nigeria and Senegal Ebola-free
zones
Hong Kong leader claims 'external forces' are
behind violent protests that have rocked the
territory
Russia prepares to open Europe's biggest prison
with 4,000 inmates, a sauna and even a museum
The Taliban toddler being trained for war who
says he's 'going to shoot people'
Western aid 'is funding ISIS fighters' because
jihadists are demanding huge bribes to let trucks
carrying supplies reach desperate families, official
claims
Belgium finally starts screening incoming
passengers after sparking Ebola scare in
Europe by accepting four flights a week from
West Africa
Barbaric Chinese beggars turn to chopping off a
camel's HOOVES in bid to gain more sympathy
from passing public
Revealed: EU migrants registering to work in
Britain soared by 55% since 2010 but Cameron
is warned imposing a cap is 'illegal'
Gunning for young hearts and minds in Ukraine:
Children get their hands on tanks and rocket
launchers during 'Defend your Country' rally
Paris bans smoking in playgrounds... with new
rules expected to be extended to all park areas
The REAL face of King Tut: Pharaoh had girlish
hips, a club foot and buck teeth according to 'virtual
autopsy' that also revealed his parents were brother
and sister
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Southwest Airlines workers 'shake it off' in
hilarious new music video set to Taylor
Swift's latest hit song in Nashville

A new video created by ramp and operations employees of the Dallas-based airline shows them lip syncing and
dancing to Taylor Swift's Shake It Off while working at Nashville International Airport. Workers bust a move next to
planes, shake their backsides on the jet bridge and attempt to breakdance on the tarmac.

VIDEO WATCH: TODAY'S TOP SHOWBIZ VIDEOS

David Arquette and
Christina McLarty row
during a night out in West
Hollywood

Close cousins!: Penelope
Disick and North West
hold hands during family
outing

Kim and Kourtney
Kardashian take their
kids out to the pumpkin
patch

Kris Jenner puts on brave
face as she discusses
Bruce dating

TOP SPORT STORIES
Pistorius jailed for five

years for killing Reeva
Pistorius killed his
girlfriend on Valentine's
Day in 2013 when he shot
her through the bathroom
door.

Keane slams Jose,
saying it's easy with
£300m worth of talent
Roy Keane reignited his
war of words with Jose
Mourinho, again calling
him  'disgraceful' 

Pistorius won't
compete until 2019 as
IPC stand firm
Even if Oscar Pistorius is
released early from
prison, he will not be free
to compete at Rio 2016

TAARABT HITS BACK
AT REDKNAPP: Stop
turning the QPR fans
against me, Harry!
Midfielder responds to
Redknapp's claims he is
'three stone overweight'

Liverpool fans shouldn't
boo Ronaldo... he'll just
play better, says
Ancelotti
Real Madrid manager
Carlo Ancelotti had a
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Paris bans smoking in playgrounds...
with new rules expected to be extended
to all park areas

The initiative, which is
likely to now be extended
to other outdoor public
spaces, was introduced
over the weekend as part
of an official campaign cut
smoking deaths in France.

Don't call yourself Dumbledore when
choosing an English name, warns China

Chinese people who come
to the West to study, work
or do business often
choose and English
sounding name. But it's a
process fraught with pitfalls
and can result in
unintentional hilarity 

Welcome to the lounge in the sky: China
Airlines unveils stylish aircraft complete
with tea-tasting area, cocktail bar... and
plane seats that convert into a sofa

Taiwan's China Airlines
Boeing 777-300ER plane
has seats that convert into
sofas, a tea-tasting area, a
coffee saloon and cocktail
bar, and even a library so
passengers can sit back
and read a good book.

He's got hungry eyes! Alligator whisperer
lifts reptile in terrifying Louisiana 'Dirty
Dancing' swamp stunt

Alligator whisperer Lance Lacrosse, 29, lifts a huge reptile above his head in a scene reminiscent of Dirty Dancing, as
he plays with the gators. The 29-year-old father-of-three has been performing the stunt for years in the swamps of
Louisiana, where he works as a tour guide, and has been swimming with alligators in the area since he was nine years
old.

All polls

VOTE

Should smoking be banned in
playgrounds in the U.S?

TODAY'S POLL

 Yes 
 No 

warning for the Kop

Bale left out of Real
squad for Liverpool tie
Real Madrid's flying
Welshman has not fully
recovered from a muscle
injury in time to line up at
Anfield on Wednesday

haw admits he hasn't
justified the £30m price
tag... but defender vows
to be back at his best
Luke Shaw is confident of
turning his season round
after a slow start

Tuilagi ruled out of
England's autumn Test
series with groin injury
Manu Tuilagi limped off
after 15 minutes of
Leicester's 25-18 victory
over Ulster on Saturday

Jones and Hook left
out of Wales squad
Adam Jones and James
Hook have been left out
of a 34-man squad to face
Australia, Fiji, New
Zealand and South Africa

Newcastle midfielder
De Jong out for
ANOTHER two months
Siem de Jong has
suffered a setback in his
recovery from a thigh
injury

HOME WATCH EDITOR'S TOP PICKS...

Today's top headlines: A Royal announcement

Down syndrome boy
scores touchdown

Boo! We're having a baby! OSU marching band at it
again
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from Kate and William to a look at
Tutankhamun's face in 'virtual autopsy'
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